A continued fraction representation has been obtained for Fine's function using certain first order linear q -difference equation. This, in turn, produces the continued fractions for second order mock theta functions.
Introduction
McIntosh [2] has introduced three second order mock theta functions, viz.
In present short communication, we give a continued fraction representation for the function F (a, b, t) defined as
using certain q-difference equation satisfied by F (a, b, t) . The continued fractions for two of the second order mock theta functions A(q) and B(q) follow as its special cases.
A Continued Fraction Representation for A(q) and B(q)
The function F (a, b, z) defined in the previous section, has been extensively studied by Fine [1] , which is a special case of Heine's function. (
Replacing z by zq and then subtracting the resulting equation from (1), we get
. A repeated iteration yields the following continued fraction
where
Further, an application of the relation (1) again in the above continued fraction gives
On replacing q by q 2 and then taking a = −1, b = q, z = q −1 , we get
and
. Again, changing q by q 2 and then taking a = −q
.
Conclusion
As a concluding remark, I would like to point out that (2) and (3) can be used to get certain continued fraction representations for third order mock theta function as they are expressible in terms of Heines function (see [1] ). Further, (2) and (3) also generalize many known continued fraction including some of those given by Ramanujan.
